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Hockey Tournaments

I

SI has secured an extension of its hockey membership insurance to provide temporary coverage for
non-member players participating in an ISI-endorsed
tournament.

Hockey Schools and Camps

I

n addition to annual and tournament memberships,
ISI now offers abbreviated memberships and insurance protection for participants in hockey schools and
camps conducted by ISI member facilities.
These programs offer the same excess accident,
catastrophic injury and liability insurance coverage
provided to ISI hockey members at significantly
reduced rates for a specific period of time.

Participants agree to and accept responsibility
for all of the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Read and abide by all posted signs and warnings, and
cooperate with the arena staff.
Players will not engage in vandalism or destruction
of property at any time.
Locker rooms shall be kept clean and in good condition. Stealing will not be tolerated.
Profane language, verbal or physical abuse directed
toward any teammate, opponent, official, coach,
spectator or arena staff member will not be tolerated.
Use of alcohol, drugs or tobacco is not allowed prior
to or during a game.
Poor sportsmanship by anyone will not be tolerated
at any time.
Leave the ice surface when resurfacing or maintenance is taking place. Keep clear of all exits and do
not sit on or hang over dasher boards.
Refrain from throwing or leaving any objects on the
ice surface.

Assumption of Risk
Participants are deemed to have knowledge of
and assume the inherent risks of hockey, which
include, but are not limited to, the following:

1.
2.
3.

Injuries resulting from collisions, trips, slips, falls or
contact occurring during the play.
Injuries resulting from pucks, sticks, skaters or other
equipment used while playing.
Injuries occurring from changes in equipment of ice
conditions during play.
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he ISI Recreational Hockey Program has been
developed to provide member arenas, skating
schools and hockey associations a flexible, convenient
and economical alternative for recreational hockey
programming.
The objectives of this program and all ISI recreational
ice skating programs are to:
• Stimulate interest and participation at the
entry level
• Develop the basic skills needed to enjoy the sport
• Provide a safe and positive playing environment
resulting in an enjoyable, fun and rewarding
experience
• Generate revenue and reduce dependency on
outside user groups
The ISI Recreational Hockey Program is designed to
meet the needs of today’s arena owners and program
directors by offering the freedom and flexibility to
tailor the program to meet their specific needs, while
still enjoying the benefits and protection of a nationally sponsored program. All ISI adult hockey programs
are non-checking.

Hockey Program

SI offers a hockey membership, which provides each
individual member with certain benefits including
membership card and excellent insurance coverage.
The insurance includes excess accident, catastrophic
accident and liability coverage for all registered players
while participating in an activity sponsored by any
ISI member facility. In addition, identical benefits are
provided at no additional charge for all volunteers and
officials (including referees) while working at an ISIaffiliated facility. Also, the participant’s liability coverage
extends to the sponsoring entity, thereby giving the
league or facility an extra layer of coverage.

T

The membership year runs from September 1–August 31
of each year. Another popular feature of ISI hockey
membership is the pro-rating of membership dues as of
March 1 of each year. This is ideal for those conducting
spring and summer hockey programs.

Test sessions should be conducted in an informal
manner and always in the spirit of fun. Tests are devised
to encourage skaters to learn new skills, set new goals
and continue participating.

I
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To take advantage of the ISI Hockey Program, the rink or
league must be an Administrative member.

ISI’s Registration Process

R

egistering your players with ISI is a no-hassle
process, with several options to accommodate your
specific needs.
Players may register individually or in groups by the
administering rink or league. ISI supplies applications in
roster form to register multiple players simultaneously.
Another option is to use the Excel spreadsheet, which
can be emailed to the membership department for
processing. Once the registrations are emailed, ISI will
invoice the member rink or league for the total amount
due and send them a list of all registered players.

he ISI Learn-to-Play Hockey Program is designed to
teach the basic skills required to skate and play the
game of hockey. ISI has developed two manuals for the
testing program:
• Hockey Skating Skills
• Hockey Skills (Passing and Shooting)
The ISI Hockey Test Program may be started in a group
lesson format. The testing procedure may be done on
a group or individual basis. Colorful badges reward
participants for successfully completing each level.

